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CUSTOMIZED ACCESSIBILITY TRAINING

  

We deliver accessibility training programs tailored to your ADA compliance needs. From one-hour courses 
to full-day workshops, from California to Florida standards, and everywhere in between. Training may be 
recorded for client’s future use.

For Owners
Staff interacting with the facility will be the best on-site ambassadors for accessibility. The McIntosh Group will 
train your staff and/or extended team so compliance becomes a core business process.

For A/E/C 
The McIntosh Group also offers ADA training to architects and contractors who 
need to understand barriers to accessibility and their role in the ADA compliance 
process. 

ADA COMPLIANCE EXPERTS

Brad Gaskins, AIA, CASp, NCARB
Brad is bringing accessibility into the spotlight nationally, 
making a direct impact on the quality of life for disabled 
individuals and helping business strategically plan for and 
maintain ADA Compliance. Brad is a nationally recognized 
expert on ADA Compliance, and speaks at numerous events 
and conferences across the nation. He also trains others in the 
A/E/C industry at continuing education events through the  
American Institute of Architects and Ron Blank & Associates’ 
CE Academy.  His topics focus on ADA training and compliance, 
as well as what an organization should know to be strategic in 
achieving their compliance. Contact Brad at 
bradg@mcintoshtransforms.com. 

Patrick Golden, NCIDQ, CASp
Patrick is an ADA Compliance training instructor and 
a presenter on the topics of accessibility and barrier 
removal planning. Whether you want to educate your architects or facility managers on 
accessibility barriers to be aware of, or communicate the importance of ADA compliance 
to other departments within your company, Patrick can help. Contact Patrick at patrickg@
mcintoshtransforms.com. 

>>>

“The McIntosh Group 
far exceeded any 
expectations. As a 
professional who 
knew very little about 
the ADA, they broke it 
down for me and my 
members into very 
simple steps.”

- Corey Fitze 
Former NACS Director, 

Government Relations
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ADA COMPLIANCE: CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES AND PRESENTATIONS

  

McIntosh has delivered hundreds of hours of training to clients and other professional services organizations.  . 
Our most requested presentations include: 

ADA 101* 
This course reviews the basics of the ADA to help facility managers, architects, and engineers understand the 
purpose behind and the ADA. It covers in detail common barriers and how to make facilities ADA compliant. 
Attendees will come away with detailed answers on how to make their facilities more accessible. 
*This course can be tailored to any organization and its specific needs. 

The Business Case for Accessibility 
This session is designed to help facility managers understand the basic applications and definitions contained 
within the Americans with Disabilities Act as it relates to accessibility in design and construction, and to shine 
light on the various ways that ADA compliance and accessible design can impact the bottom line.

Accessible Architecture: Designing for Success*
This workshop covers emerging trends and new ideas in accessibility, and also uncovers hidden items buried 
deep in the ADA and everyday mistakes made by contractors and architects.  Attendees learn the best way to 
prepare drawings for contractor success and identify issues to anticipate so they can get it right the first time.

CYA: Covering Your ADA
This session will bring to light some of the common missed and misunderstood requirements of the ADA. 
Facility managers will learn common ADA barriers and which barrier removals are essential to your facility. This 
program will arm you with action items that will make your facility less vulnerable to complaints. 
 

The ADA in 2017 and Beyond*  
In this presentation, attendees will learn the commonly overlooked and 
misunderstood requirements of the ADA as applied to the built environment. In 
addition, they will discover how the ADA is interpreted and adapted, giving them 
a deeper understanding of the requirements. 

Half-Day Workshop* (see more information on following page) 
The ADA in 2017 and Beyond: What Architects and Engineers Need to Know  
Paths of Travel: Dotting the I’s While Walking - Mostly
Toilet Rooms: Crossing the T’s in Toilet
Doors and Other Items: Leaving No Stone Unturned
(Optional) And Then There’s California  
(Optional) The ADA in 2016 and Beyond - Florida Version (FABC Certified Course)

*indicates AIA CEU Certified Course

>>>

“Outstanding summary 
of a complex issue. 
[Brad] was excellent, 
engaging and 
knowledgeable.”

- Attendee of Brad’s 
presentation at National 

Facilities Management & 
Technology Conference, 

2015
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ADA COMPLIANCE: CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES AND PRESENTATIONS

  

Half-Day Workshop
(Each course can also be delivered on its own.) 

The ADA in 2017 and Beyond: What Architects and Engineers Need to Know*  
This session is designed to help individuals understand the basic applications and definitions contained within 
the Americans with Disabilities Act as it relates to accessibility in design and construction.

Paths of Travel: Dotting the I’s While Walking - Mostly*
This is part 1 of a 3 part session to outline specific requirements of some of the common elements and 
explains what some of the common pitfalls are in designing in compliance with the standards.

Toilet Rooms: Crossing the T’s in Toilet*
This is part 2 of a 3-part session to outline specific requirements of some of the common elements and 
explains what some of the common pitfalls are in designing in compliance with the standards.

Doors and Other Items: Leaving No Stone Unturned*
This is part 3 of a 3-part session to outline specific requirements of some of the common elements and 
explains what some of the common pitfalls are in designing in compliance with the standards.

(Optional) And Then There’s California  
In this session, we’ll explore the specifics of California accessibility and how they differ from the ADA.

(Optional) The ADA in 2016 and Beyond - with 2012 Florida Code  (FABC Certified Course)
In this session, we’ll explore the specifics of 2012 Florida Building Code. 

*indicates AIA CEU Certified Course

We love to customize our training presentations according to each client’s needs. Let us customize a training session 
for you! For questions or to schedule your own Accessibility Training,  contact Karen MacCannell at 918-585-8555 or 
KarenM@McIntoshTransforms.com. 

>>>




